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In this ocean of several problems and their possible solutions full filling human curiosity this 

article will focus on understanding several biological phenomena with help of quantum 

physics. There are several such phenomena which can be categorized under the field of 

quantum biology. All this started with just a small talk that was given by Niels Bohr on what 

theory of quantum mechanics said about biology and life. In this immerging period for this 

filed several other scientists such as Max Delbruck, Erwin Schrodinger along with Watson 

and crick who talked about the structure of genetic material made their contributions. 

Quantum biology shows how atoms interact with each other and form molecules like 

proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acid and lipids which fundamental blocks of life. 

Under this field of science we deal with how atomic particles play vital role in biological 

pathways and may help us solve several biological mysteries. Atoms have three basic 

components protons, electrons, and neutrons. Now these electrons are placed into their 

particular orbital depending upon their energy level and spin. An electron has two kinds of 

angular momentum (spin) anticlockwise and clockwise. This spin makes electron magnetic. 

One way of influencing this spin is placing them in magnetic field. Studying this spin and 

associated magnetic properties and using this information for storing information is known as 

spintronics. Many biological systems and molecules use this mechanism of spintronics very 

efficiently. Some reactions in biology end up producing chemical compounds that have these 

lone unpaired electrons. These compounds with lone unpaired electrons are known as free 

radicals which are sensitive to magnetic field and are present on the iris of the bird’s eye. 

When photons enter eye it deposit particular energy which creates these pairs of radicals. The 

radicals actually interact by very unusual concept. This unusual concept is quantum 

entanglement.  

 

Image 1-Princeton University 

[https://www.princeton.edu/ssp/joseph-henry-project/galvanometer/explaining-the-phenomenon/modern-

understanding/spin.bmp] 



Quantum entanglement was first discussed by Elbert Einstein along with Boris Podolsky and 

Nathan Rosen. This theory could be explained by an example, so imagine that two particles 

are generated with quantum states related with let’s take electrons one with spin up and one 

with spin down respectively. Now this separates out from some device and such atoms are 

said to be entangled. Spin of this electron is not predetermined actually so when we measure 

its spin it’s a random choice made by the universe at that particular moment. So let’s say we 

measure the spin of first atom and it comes out to be up spin, according to Einstein this 

information is passed on to the other electron no matter how apart they are placed. This 

concept is also known as spooky action. According to some experiments this concepts seems 

be to existing but still it’s not completely explained. 

 

Image2-Science tech world 

[https://i1.wp.com/sciencetechworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/quantum-information-45-

728.jpg?resize=728%2C453] 

This all complicated phenomena take place in birds and by using this all mechanism they 

navigate themselves just with geomagnetic field. 

This article just focuses on one such example, there are many such phenomena which uses 

quantum theory concepts such as photosynthesis, in humans it explains the mechanism of 

smelling different compounds and much more. Several physicist study biology in order to 

detect such concept occurring at quantum level which is very fascinating for them because 

these phenomena is observed at very low (near to zero Kelvin) temperature and in very 

isolated system. Living systems compared to that are highly complex and dynamics in nature. 

So to observe this phenomenon in living systems is captivating.  


